Partner Use Case

Security lifecycle management of IoT

Remote key management and seamless environment integration between IoT terminals and the cloud.
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Application context and security requirement
IoT (Internet of Things) devices are commonly used at the customers’ site, and as such, the time needed for an attacker to compromise a device can be quite high. If the attacker can manage to steal the device key, this time needed is substantially reduced. In such an event, if a mechanism existed to deactivate this compromised key, the potential risk and attack could be mitigated.

Challenge
The first point of action is to build a server that can manage keys and certifications from remote locations. As a result, even if there is a sudden incident, you can revoke or discard the key remotely and reduce the security risk more by renewing the key periodically. The second point is that the key management server needs to be built in a high security environment to securely manage the keys.

Implementation
By integrating embedded development experience with OPTIGA™ solutions and secured IC (integrated circuit) chips technology to distribute and manage confidential data through the network, our solution provides key lifecycle management with a high security server to protect IoT terminals in factories from threats such as interception, tampering, and taking over.

Benefits for the user:
› Secured and reliable cloud for IoT and data collection
› Turnkey key lifecycle management solution
› Terminal platform and key management server combination allows fast and seamless environment integration
An OPTIGA™ product is embedded in the IoT terminal storing the keys and certificates. The key management server’s task is to allow only legitimately authenticated IoT devices to access the cloud, preventing access from impersonator and counterfeit devices, as well as protecting end-to-end data communication between the IoT terminal and the cloud. Using the know-how accumulated in the development and operation of financial systems, it becomes possible to generate, revoke and update keys for remote IoT terminals with a highly secured key management server.

Even when the IoT terminals have been distributed to the market, keys can still be managed remotely due to the advantage of the OPTIGA™ solution, enabling a flexible response to sudden security incidents.
Partners from the Infineon Security Partner Network help you secure your devices and applications: understand which threats can undermine your business, propose solutions that will protect your business, build and implement such security solutions and, when relevant manage their operation. They have been selected by Infineon on the basis of their system security competence and ability to design and deliver strong and trustworthy security solutions. Their activities are diverse and include security consulting, security solution provision, electronic design, systems integration and trust services management. For some, offers are off-the-shelf; while for others, offers are custom-built.

Macnica

Macnica, employing 2600 worldwide, provides services and high-value products, including semiconductor components, electronic devices, network equipment and software to Japanese and foreign electrical and electronics manufacturers who lead the automotive, industrial and telecommunication industries.

Macnica’s outstanding engineering capabilities are considered unique. Through business development with promising ventures worldwide, Macnica has gained the ability to identify and cultivate new products and technologies. The company has the planning capabilities to discover true needs and to create optimal solutions, and by making the best use of the customer’s potential strengths, Macnica works to maximize value for its customers.

Macnica’s contribution to the Infineon Security Partner Network

Macnica provides license based system level turn key secure solutions including applets, APIs for Infineon’s OPTIGA™ product family, middleware with Certification Authorities (CA), software stacks related to key management systems and maintenance services for the Industrial IoT market working with our cutting edge partners.